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1934, increased federal expenditures two billion dollars over
1933, approximately sixty per cent of all appropriations go-
ing for "recovery and relief/' Before the close of 1936 the
national debt, despite higher taxes, had reached thirty billion
and by 1940 forty-three. Like most American phenomena, it
too had become big. A roving reporter, sampling opinion
through the country, found that persons on relief naturally
approved, as did also most of the younger generation.
Considerable authority, even among professional economists,
maintained that the debt need not be feared since the people
owed it to themselves. On the other hand, critics charged that
money was being spent on "crazy experiments/1 that steep
taxes sapped business confidence, that they really hid a social-
ist scheme to nationalize the means of production. They
argued further that such taxation merely passed on the brunt
to the consumer in higher prices, which caused lower con-
sumption and in turn more unemployment in a vicious circle.
In this spirit the National Association of Manufacturers
condemned legislation in 1935 boosting inheritance and gift
taxes, increasing the surtax on incomes of over fifty thousand
dollars and imposing a graduated corporation income tax,
as an abuse of federal power "to penalize thrift and suc-
cess/* * Another turn of the screw of sadism—as these critics
interpreted it—came with the revenue act of 1936, which set
up an undistributed-profits tax. Without these reserves,
groaned executives, plans for expansion were impossible, and
their outcry caused a later, more sympathetic Congress to let
this tax lapse in 1939. New Dealers justified these levies as
based upon ability to pay, while the bolder ones frankly de-
clared that taxation should be used not merely to obtain
revenue but to redistribute wealth.
Many states and some cities quickly caught on to the ex-
* At the close of their bitter arraignment the N. A. M. added, "In opposing
unsound economic and social measures it is unnecessary to propose alternatives/*
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